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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

TECHNICAL ~lEMOR+lJDUM

.-,
EXPERIMENTS WITH A DEVICE

AND LANDING RUN

Ob-iectOf the exnerimen*a,-

!i)~AERON.AUTI(33.

~?o.272,

FOR SHGRTEITINGTHE GLIDE

OF AN AIRPLANE.*

The i~rovement of airplanes

and increased.safety of air traffic can be sought in various

ways● In the experiments described-below, the aim Was to find

some simple and inexpensive method of modifying present-day air-

Planes, so as to improve and simplify the process of landing.

SO long as airplanes must run a long way on the ground be-

fore coming to rest, landing fields must be large and forced

landings will be dangerous. 1A this connection, account must be

taken of the so-called.“giiding-angleJ’,i.e”.,the angle at which

the airplane can descend, after the engine has stopped. An air-

planO is generally considered safer the farther it can glide from

.a given altitude before landing. Thus there is more time to seek

a landing place and to choose between different fields.

The pilot

velocity, with

certain limit.,

on the ground,

must then exercise great care that the horizontal

which he approaches the ground, remains below a

since otherwise the attempt

whereby the angle of attack

55=
.,..

“cause”the aiqjlan& either to rise again or

tie ground. In most cases theland.ing run

to land with the tail

$s increased, may
,.
press too lightly on

of such an airplane is

* From “Verslagen en Verhandelingen van den Rijks-Studiedienst
voor de Luchtvaart,’~Part 11, 1923, pp. 3-12.
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With the device described below; it was found that the pilot,

. by a simple mani~la+ic)li,could so modify the character of the

wings as to change,theangle of glide of the ai~plane and thus

considerably shorten the landiilgmm. This was effected by in–

czeasing’tinedrag and”decreasing the lift of the wings, so that

the beginilingof the run could be much swifter, without danger of

rising again..

This report gives the results of wind-tunnel experimentswith

this device and the calculation of the expected improvement based

on them.

I. Principles on which the device is based.- It is apparent

from the various experiinentsthat even a slight disturbance of the

flowover the top of a wing may exert, under favoring circumstances,

a great influence on the whole flow.’~ At the place where the dis-

turbance occurs, vortices are formed winiehdeflect the normally

smooth flow from the upper Suzface of the wing. These vortices

spread out laterally, while the flow carries them along the top of

the wing. This causes a local flow resembling Yfiatproduced by a

wing above tinecritical angle of attack. This change in the nature

of the flow usually increases the drag and decreses the lift.

* “Verslagen e-nVerhandelingen vailden Rijks-Studiedienstvoor de
Luchtva.art,“ Part 11,1923, pp. 13-33, “Experiments on the,=S .!
influence on the aerodynamic properties of cutting away part
of the leading edge of a Fokker FIII wing’r;also NzA”C.AO Tech-
nical Memorandum No. 103, “Effect of Structure in Middle Part
of Leading Edge of a Thick ~ing.l’
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Advantage may be taken of this phenomenon to shorten the land-

ing run. If, while the airplane is runningon the &ound, such a

disturbance is introduced, the retarding forces are thereby in-

creased.. The drag retards directly, while the decrease in the

lift also acts like a brake by increasing the pressure of the

wheels and tail-skid on the ground. It is also possible, by such

a device, to shorten the glide before landing, since any reduction

of the lift-drag ratio increases the angle of attack.

such a disturbance can be produced by a number of flaps, which,

in normal flight, lie on or in the upper surface of the wing and

which can be raised While glidiilgor landing. The purpose of the

experiments was to determine whether this braking effect is suffi-

cient to warrant the use of some such device on actual airplanes

and, if so, how to arrange the flaps in order

results.

II. Description of the model=.- A 1:20

the wing of a Fokker FII airplane (Wing model

to obtain the best

mahogany model of

No. 14) was used for

the experiments.* Fig. 1 shows the plan of the model, together

with the different arrangements of the flaps, each arrangement

being given a special letter. The flaps were thin copper rectangles

9 x 20 mm (0.3.54x 0.787 in.). Thus they have the same proportions

as the 180 x 400 mm (7.09 x 15-75 in.) flaps on a full-sized air-

* The tests of the aerodynamic properties of this model were pub-
lished in Report A19, “Verslagen en Verhandelingen van den
Rijks-Stidiedienstvoor de Luchtvaart,” part I, p.74.

.. ..— ..
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plane. On the first models, the flaps were connecteciby a 1.5 mm

(-059 in.) copper wire, which was securely soldered to the rear

side at half the height. About 5 mm {0.2 In.) outside the outer-

most flaps, the wire was bent at right angles. The ends were

pointed and served to hold all the flaps snugly against the model.

Since it was found, in these experiments, that this manner of fas-

tening exerted an appreci.able influence, in subsequent experiments

with models h to m each flap was secured separately with the

aid of a pin soldered firmly to its rear side. On all the mod-els,

-thesurface of the flaps was perpendicul.azto the plane of the

wing chords and-parallel with the wing spars. The lower edges of

the flaps lay in the upper surface of the wing, with the exception

of model j in which there m.s ailintervening slot of 1 mm (O.04

in.).

111. Experiment and calculation methods.- The experiments

were executed in the R.SOL. (Rijks-Studiedienst voor de Luchtvaart)

wind tunnel with a wind velocity of about 27.5 m (90 ft.) per sec-

ond. The imeanchord of this wing was 129.5 inm<5.1 in.), so that

the value of VZ was accordingly 3.56 sq.m (38.32 sq.ft.) per

second. The vvindforces were measured with the Eiffel balance at

angles of incidence of $3°,12° and 16°- These

,were chos.en,.because the angle of.incidence of.-

resting on its wheels and-tail-skid on a level

angles of incidence

this airplane, when

surface, is about

12° and angles in this vicinity are accordingly of importance for

the glide. The way these mind forces were determined has alTeady

~-—---- . . .,...... ....... ,,,...... . ..--—.-.-—.-
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been

.,.,

Ursd

5

described.*

The Iift ariddm~ coefficients were calcul.at% fram the meas-

foz’ceswith the aid of the forinulas~

R.r=-.

Rx =

in which:

/’

-’~ ‘“2J Y7 --

/Y
AX: 0V2

vertical component of”v;indforce in kg;

hozizontal 1’ 11 II II II !1”

Cy and Cx = .zes-pectiveiythe absolute lift and-drag coeffic-

?’=

E?=

0=

v=

ients;
—

density of a:.r in kg per cubic meter;

acceleration due to graviLy in m/sec2;

upper surface of wing in mz;

Telative wind tielocity in m,/sec.

Moreover, in a few special cases, the landing run and the speed

during this run “werecalculated with the aid of tineformulas:**

m“ 1 = length-of landing run-in meters;

VO = speed of airplane when it touches.the ground, i.6. ......— .—— —.— -
* FLeoortA7> “Vexslagen.en Verhamielingen van dei~R.S.LO, Part IsL

p*43.
‘* Reyneker~ ‘]Het I_3,n.denvan V1iegtuigen” (Landing of airplanes),

“Het Vliegveld,” March, 1922, p.56.
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the ‘landingspeed” in m~sec;

x= distance in meters covered on the ground before reaching

the speed- V (x = 1 when V = o).

c - fcy
A=:o~—” B=fg

wheels aixltail-s”kidandf = Coefficient of fric-iiionbetween

the ground.

m= mass of airplane in kg sccF/m.

In applying these formulas, atteiltionshould be paid to the

following facts:

1. They apply only fox constant values of Cx and Cy and

therefore for a constant angle of incideace during the landing run.

It is here assumed tlnatvilemhe~ls and tail-skid touch the ground

at the same time ~:rd.that the angle of incidence is 12°=

2. The value of the coefficientGf friction f is indeteZmi-

nate, since it depends on the condition of the landing field and

the distribution of the forces between the wheels and tail-skid-

f is here assumed to be 0.1, as a fair value corresponding to the

measurement of the Ier.gthof seve~ai land-ingruns.,

3. In these experiments, -thecenter of pressure of the wind

forces was not fixed, thus leaving an uncertainty in the above-

mentioned distribution of forces, This was disregarded in the cal-

culation for the following reason, namely, that the larding run can

be divided into two parts, the first part at a high speed and the

second at a low speed. During the first part the greater retarding
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force is the d~ag, while during the latter part it is the friction

with.the ground. in the first part the lift is great, so that the

Ioca”bion of the center of pressure.may have considerable influence

0“!1the distribution of the fo~ces exerted on the wheels and-‘Lail-

Skid. The retarding force of the friction, however, is so mall

that any moderate change in the fome distribution f has little

effect. In the latter part the lift is small and the force dLi~t~i-

bution is decidedly affected.by the location of the center of grav-

“ity. Any important modification of f is not -tohe expected-here.

4. In the calculations,use l~asmade Of the results gf the ex-

periments with the moclels. No correction was made fo~ a possible

vt ?effect= so that fne calculated resu~ts ‘naveonly a coinparative

value.

The effect of decreasing the lift-drag ratio can be judged as

follows. From the previous equilibrium values of the forces act-

ing on the airpl.anein gliding with the einginestopped, it follows

that the lift-drag ratio is equal to the cotangent of the angle of .

glide, thus

a= bgcot~.
.4.

The angle of glide is the angle with the horizontal mad-eby

the flight path of the airplane= The horizontal projection ij of

the flight path made by an a.irplane in gliding from an altitude

‘3i=- his

ij =-h cot a = h ~.

This distance is therefore proportional to the lift--dragratio

(Fig. 2).
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IV. Experimental results.- The values of the lift and drag—.

coefficients and of the lift-drag ratio are given in

already mentioned, the j=ncidenceof 12° 5S impcrtant

ing the landing run. Hence only this incidence will

Table 1. AS

for shorten-

be used

for comparing the lift and drag coefficients. In Fig. 2 the

sUlts for i = 12° are represented in the following manner.

each model the iilcreaseof Cx and the decrease of CY are

here

re-

FOX

ex-

pressed.in percentages of the coefficients of the original model.

The horizontal lengi,hsof the rectangles represent their relative

magnitudes,

increase or

In the

while the

decrease.

following

as comparative values,

accompanying numbers indicate the

e~ipositionthese percentages will

percentage:;

be employed

unless otherwise indicated. In Fig. 2, for

better mutual comparison, the models are assembled in several

groups (A to E). Moreover, Table II Rives the numerical values of

the increased~anddecreases for the important group E.

E:ffectof dista.nc~of flaps from leading edge of wing (grOUD
.

A. models a to Q).- Distances of 3.0and 20 mm (0.39 and 0.79 in.)

(Models a and b) give practically like results, but further in-

crease in the distance diminishes the effect of the flaps (tidels

c and d). Model c, however, is structurally the bes~lf.fzrthe air-
. .... .- -, — -.. ..,.,

pl~ne under consideration,”since th6’fla~s are here located over

the leading edge of tinefront

ison with a and b (8~of Cx

‘oyits structural advantages.

spar- The loss of effect in compar-

and 3$ of Cy) is more than offset
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Effeet of the number of fl.ans and their distance fTornone

a.nothe~ with the use of a.c~mectii~~-zod (Group B, models b? e,—:

~.”- Incre~.singthq number of zfaps ine~eased the effeet.

oilthe other hand, the removal of the middle flap produced a re-

markable effect. Nrhenthe middle one of three flaps was taken

away (models b and f), both lift am.ddrag were increased about 5fi.

Removing the middle one of five flaps increased the lift 6%, while

the drag remained.practically unchanged. It was thought -thesere-

sults might be due to the influence of the connecting rod.

Effect of connectim~ ~od (Groun,C: ‘models.ga~d h-).-These ,

models differed only in that the confecting rod was lacking in

model h, which resulted in a 14~ decrease in the drag and a 4%

increase in the lift. Since tne conn~cti~g rod would not be em-

ployed on full-sized airplanes, it was left off in -thesubsequent

models (hto m). BY comparing models b and h, me found that two

flaps far apart produced a greater effect than three near together.

This showed that the effect of a flap ~read Out la’cerallyand that

the disturbed regions overlapped.one another in the latter case

(model b). It was found that the disturbed region spread out at
,,

an angle of about 45° to the direction of the wind.
..4”’

w

a slot under the flap (Group D, models i andEffect of having _*— .....

j)-- ‘Forstructural reasons, it may be necessary to leave a slot

between the flap and the top of the wing. A.slot one millimeter

wide, with this model, lessens the drag !5~0 and the lift 4%. This

—— —
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effect, however, does not render the slot inadmissible.

.,
Determination of the best practical f~~m (GTOUp E. models h,—— ...~— —, ———. —

i, k. 1, m).- For practical use, it is advisable, with this air-;

phne, to place the flaps over the frent wing Sp&lT. This arrange-

ment somewhat lessens the effeet (See ‘node?.sh and-i; also Group

B). Moreover, it is desirable to employ as few flaps as possible

and to place them as near together as possible. The effect of two

flaps (~del i) was not entirely satisfactory and tineintreduc-

tion of a middle flap (Model k) made but little improvement (Com-

pare also group B). The addition of a flap on each end (Model 1)

made considerable improvement in that it increased the drag 17%

and decreased the lift 9%, A still further improvementwas ef-

fected by increasing the distance between the flaps (llodelm).

This arrangement increased the drag 6$ and decreased the lift 5%.

The latter model was therefore adopted, both on account of its

aerodynamical characteristicsand its convenience of construction-

In this modei tinebrakin.gmechanism consisted of five flaps 9 x 20

mm (0.354 x 0.787 in.) placed at intervals of,120 mm (4.72 in.),

measured.from center to center, on the wing spar- As compared

with the original wing, tlnismodel, at an incidence of 12°, in-

creased the drag 98% and decreased the lif-t36%.
~.:.,

-----
Effect of the lift-drag ratio-- The decrease in this ratio,

a~ compared with that of the original wing, was expressed in % of

the latter. Table 111 gives the decreases for g~oup E at all the
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angles of incidence, both for the wing alone and for the complete.

airplane. The latter values were obtained by cowpu’~ingthe ef-

fect of tinefhselage and accessories on the lift and-drag. In

this connection,use was made of results previously obtained with

a model of the Fokker F II ai~plane.* The lessening of the lift-

drag coefficientde-c~easedwith inc~easing incidence. For model

1114m,’thowover, at i = 16°, it was still 54°, wllitithus fully

agreed with the one considered in section III, with a 54?0shorten-

ening of the necessary preliminary glide.

V. i?urne~icalexamnlQ.- The effect of the landing device (as

installed on model m) on the length and speed of the landing run

was calmlated with the aid-of the formulas given in section 111.

In this connection,use m.s made of results p~eviously obtained

with a model of the Fokker 1’11 airplane.* In the computations

for the unmodified.airplane, t~.eseresults were employed without

change, but a correction was made for tileairplane with landing

device, correspondingto the difference in the “characteristicsOf

wing models 14 and 14 m. The following data were also adopted-for

the coqnztations:weight ,ofairplane, G = 2000 kg (4409 lb=); uP-

per surface of wing, O =“42 sqam (452 sq~ft.); coefficient of
-.

friction; f = Oil; landing speed,, V. = 22.6m(74 ft.) per second”

The length of the landing run of the unmodified airplane was 234 m

(767 ft.), whereas that of the airplane with the landing device

* Report A 19, l’Verslagenen Verhandli-ngenvan den RWSOL=.S“Part I,

p. 7’4.
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was 164 m (538 ft.), oy ahou.t30~oshorter.
>...

The speed during the landing run 5.simportant, when there is

danger of collision, as in a forced landing on a,small field., ‘The

question here is, as to how much momentum the airplane still has

after runnir.ga certain distance on the ground. In Fig. 3, there-

fore, the velocities.were ‘notplotted as such, but as their squares

divided by V02, against tie traversed distance x. From this

figure it appea~s that the airp2.anewith the landing device had”

lost half it~momen~m at 65 m (213 ft.), whereas the airplane

vithout the landing device did not lose half its momentum u.n,til

it had gone 1.03m (354 ft.). ‘Ikesame airplanes had lost 75% of

their momentum at 10S m (354 ft.) and 163 m (551 f-p.)respectivel.jj=

VI. Conclusions.- B~ fitting a wing with flaps of dimensions

and locations correspondingto model 14 m, the drag, at an inci-

dence of 12°, was increased 93Z and.the lift was decreased 36$.

From the data obtained by expe~imentingwith models, it was ‘&lcu--

lated that the landing run would.be shortened about 30% by erect-

ing the flaps at the moment of landing- The danger from colli-

sions during the landing run was lessened by the more rapid reduc-

tion in the speed. It was found that the glide before landing

.>,.
could be shortened-about 54?. ,.— ,.
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No,

M%
el

14

14a

14b

14C

14d

14e

14f

14g

14h

,14i

14j~

14k

141

14m

Table I.

13

c~

0.042

0.080E

0.082

0.080:

0.076:

c1● 094

0.084

0.0935

0.0855

0.078E

0.078E

0.0825

0.0905

9.0945

i= + 8°

Cy

70.5920.4~2s

0.4215

0.4455,

0.458

0-368

0.464

0 ● 4035

0.4225

0.4465

0.419

(3=437

0.4025

0.3765

Cj+?x

14.05

5.4$

5.1 C

5.5C

5.9$

3.92

5.48

4.32

4.97

5.68

5.33

5.32

4.45

3.CJ$

c~

0.060=

0.108

0.108

0.1035

0.101

0.11%’

0.111

0.118’

0.1105

0.104

0.101

0.106

0.116

0.1195

i=+12°

CY

0.692

0,527

0.5255

0.548

0.559

0.4515

0.5655

0.4905

0.5195

0.5445

0s5205

0.542

0.477

3.445

——

a~mx

11.41

4.87

4:87

5.29

5.!53

3.81

5.11

4.12

4.69

5.23

5.16

5.11

4S2

3.71

i = + 16°

(2X

0.0865

0.137

0.137

0.1315

0-128

0.148=

0.134s

0.1435

0.131

0.1305

0.1275

0.1365

0.1435

().147

%
.— —

0.7265

0.5985

0.603

0.6205

0.642

0.5215

0.6225

0.568

0.5975

0.6095

0.610s

O.5825

0.5355

0 ● 4915

cy/~x

8.38

4.36

4*39

4~72

5.03

3.52

4.63

3-86

4.57

4-671

4.79

4.28

3.74

3.35
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-’:, . ,,..

Model

No.

14

1411

14i

14k

141

14m

Model

No.

14h

14i

14k

141

14m
.— —

—

Table II.

i= +.120

for the wing alone ,

0

83

72

7’!5

92

’38
.—

0

21

22

31.

36
..— .—

14’

Table III

Decrease of c.y/c:< In $.
—— .——,

Wing only I Complete airplane
.-

i=+8°

0 ‘

65

60-“-...... ..

62

68

72

“i=“+ 12° i ‘=+ .16° i=+8°

o,
.,’ j 0 “5:

59 45

54 44-”’ 53,. ...’

55 49 56

64” 55’ 62
. .

60 66

a “
Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee .
fOr Aeronautics.

..—

i = + &

Q

52

4.8

49

“’56

62

i. = .+16°

0

39

38

42

49

54
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“v2/vg

Angle of attack 120
$ in~rease of %7 deczease of

drag

A

coefficient . lift coefficient,

1.0
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0.6

0.4

0.2

0-0

B

c

D

E

“o

[b.79 b.24
e.96

I ‘f.84
B

$:?2
lg.97 g.29

Fig.2 Result of test.
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Flg.3 Comparison

Figs.2&3.
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of momenta during landing run.
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